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Faculty
votes to
keep
J-term

Hubbard
honored
in Mitchell
with
portrait

After a vote on Monday, a
recommendation is being made
to the president’s office and
president’s council to keep the
4-1-4 academic calendar.
“This vote is the first step in
addressing many of issues that
will need to be considered concerning the structure of the academic calendar,” said Edwin
Welch, coordinator of academic support services.
All final decisions for the
calendar will come from the
president’s office and council.
The vote began April 28 after
the eligible faculty were
informed in a meeting on the
pros and cons of a May term
versus a J-term.
The results showed that of
the 187 eligible faculty, 143
ballots were cast. Fifty-six percent were in favor of the 4-1-4
structure while 41 percent preferred the 4-4-1 calendar.
The e-mail sent to all Upland
faculty stated, “It is the recommendation of the faculty to
continue to adhere to the 4-1-4
academic calendar structure
and recommends to the
administration and faculty to
address the respective issues
and implications as revealed by
the data collected.”
However, this does not
complete the decision-making
process.
“This vote was only to
decide if we stay with January
as a distinct term or move to
a distinct May term,” Welch
said. “After this comes the
implementation issues that surround both options. This will
require further study and recommendations to the faculty
and administration.”
Any other decisions or recommendations will be sent to
the president’s office and the
president’s council for consideration.
“The university looks to the
faculty for guidance and leadership in these areas and will
take the voice of the faculty
into consideration as decisions
are made,” Welch said.

A new portrait honors Oliver
Hubbard, a torch-bearer of
Taylor University.
The afternoon of April 29,
friends and family of the communication professor dedicated
Hubbard’s portrait at the top of
the Mitchell Theatre.
The portrait shows Hubbard
smiling and wearing a suit.
The
audience
chuckled
when Dr. Steve Bedi, university provost, asked where
Hubbard’s hat was.
Bedi read a statement which
Hubbard wrote describing his
feelings about theater, which
is now displayed next to
the portrait.
President David Gyertson
also spoke.
“We could see God’s manifestation in Ollie’s life,”
Gyertson said. “Like his, I
want mine to be one that
speaks truth in love.”
Hubbard’s wife, Jackie, also
addressed the audience.
“Your missing, loving and
keeping him alive in your
hearts is meaning more and
more to me,” she said.
Arlene Clester, a friend of the
Hubbard family, also shared
how she gave Hubbard’s glasses to a man living in Mexico.
Clester and her husband took
Hubbard’s glasses to Mexico
on Taylor’s spring break mission trip. The two sponsored
the group of nine students who
worked with the Lions Club to
distribute glasses to people
who could not afford them.
Clester displayed a photograph of the man wearing
Hubbard’s glasses, and Bedi
read a statement Clester had
prepared. Later, Clester said
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“This vote is the first
step in addressing
many of issues that
will need to be considered concerning the
structure of the academic calendar.”
Edwin Welch, academic support services
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The junior men’s team hoisted their bike in the air after winning the annual Taylathon bike race Saturday. The sophomores came in second followed by the
freshmen and the seniors for both the men and women’s races.

Juniors take Taylathon
BY CHRISTIANNA LUY
STAFF WRITER
Both junior men and women
walked
away
victorious
Saturday from the annual
Taylathon bike race.
The race began at noon on
Saturday, and the contestants
were pumped and prepared for
the long, grueling race.
“The hardest part of the race
is staying fast. It takes some
gusto to floor it for eight laps,”
said freshman Cam Brennan.

The women rode first with
senior Katie Baglien completing the fastest time around the
course in 58.57 seconds. The
men rode second and junior
Lance Barnett left holding the
fastest time at 52.75 seconds.
The race takes participants
past Nussbaum, back on the
straightaway from Nussbaum
to Reade, behind Reade and out
to complete a circle.
Multiple teams experienced
frustrations before and during
the race.

“We were plagued,” said
sophomore Becky Beeh. “We
had one ACL torn, one hyper
extended knee, three people
with the flu, a fever, a mono
emergency run and the list goes
on. But under the circumstances we rode so well and put
up a great race for the juniors.”
Misfortune struck the senior men
when their bike chain broke
midway through the race. The
team continued to have problems throughout the race and
never got it to fully function.

“My great memory of
Taylathon 2005 was watching
the best team by far losing
because of bike trouble ... just
kidding, it was watching my
teammates, when our bike was
working, fly by all the other
teams on that back stretch,”
said senior Andy Howard.
During the race, the metal
stand anchoring the bike seat
broke through the junior’s seat
causing them to sit on a metal
See ‘TAYLATHON’ page 3

New education software enters Nussbaum
DyKnow Vision opens communication between professor and student
BY ROB KOLUCH
STAFF WRITER
Taylor University recently
purchased new interactive educational
software
called
DyKnow Vision to provide a
unique learning experience in
the classroom.
Thirty Tablet personal computers featured in room 121 of
Nussbaum Science Center
contain the software created
by DyKnow, a leading company creating interactive education products.
Taylor is one of only a handful of colleges that are currently using the software. The purchase was made possible by
a grant from the Lily
Endowment Inc.

The software offers professors the opportunity to more
effectively relay information to
their students in class. It also
gives students the opportunity
to fully absorb information
from their professors.
DyKnow Vision allows students to have their own personal annotations added to the professors’ power point slides. The
classroom is essentially made
more interactive, as students
are able to build their own personal electronic multimedia
notebook of class materials and
their own notes.
“It is a wonderful tool,” said
Gary Friesen, director of academic technology at the ETC.
“The opportunity for interaction between student and
teacher is enhanced. Students

are able to annotate their own
notes, and it offers professors
the opportunity to more efficiently share information and
provide students an opportunity to gain a better understanding of the material.”
The DyKnow Vision software enables students to share
their work or responses to
questions with the professor. It
also allows professors the
opportunity to formulate a
poll asking questions of the
class and then view results of
the poll.
“A teacher can put a question
on the board and then pull
up the answers of any of
the students,” Friesen said. “It
really serves to enhance the
learning experience and facilitate more freely flowing

information.”
Since they have begun using
the software in class, faculty
members have begun to see the
advantages of DyKnow Vision.
“I can poll students on
whether or not they understand
the material and get immediate
feedback,” said mathematics
professor Dr. Jeremy Case,
who has begun using DyKnow
Vision during parts of his
class lectures. “As a teacher, it
really enhances my ability to
communicate with my students, and makes the class
itself more interactive.”
Friesen believes this software may eventually become
more common not only in
Nussbaum, but in other buildings
See ‘DYKNOW’ page 2

See ‘HUBBARD’ page 2
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The portrait of Dr. Ollie Hubbard
will remain at the top of Mitchell
Theatre to honor all he did for TU.

WTUR sponsors anti-alcohol campaign at Eastbrook
The Seed, 89.7, encourages students to sign a petition to not drink after prom
BY KRISTINA SATERN
CONTRIBUTOR
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Brittany Kendall, senior at Eastbrook, signs the pledge not to drink after prom, May 14.

News

Taylor’s radio station, WTUR
89.7 The Seed, recently teamed
with Marion’s Eastbrook High
School and local businesses
to promote an alcohol-free
prom night.
Eastbrook students had an
opportunity from April 25
through May 3 to sign a pledge
to abstain from alcohol on the
night of prom, May 14.
When the campaign concluded Tuesday, 70 students had
signed the pledge.
“I’d say we had a good
response,” Goble said.
Volunteers manned a booth
during students’ lunch hour at
which students could sign the
pledge and be entered in raffles
for prizes donated by nine local
businesses including Ford’s
Mens Wear in Muncie, Upland
Florist
and
Greenhouse,

Kelly’s Flowers, Marion Floral
Vice's, Johnny Carinno’s and
Damon’s Grille.
Stewart Goble, Fellowship of
Christian Athletes director at
Eastbrook, and other volunteers walked table to table to
promote the pledge.
“My hope is to get as many
people as we possibly can, but
more than that, I hope the kids
who sign it mean it. I hope
they’re not signing it to get in a
raffle for gift certificates,"
Goble said.
“[It’s] not necessarily that
students get free stuff, but that
they consciously realize what
happens every year on prom
weekend,” Justin Clupper,
WTUR station manager said.
“Every year over 2,000 high
school teens die in alcohol
related crashes. Many of these
fatalities occur during prom
weekend. We don’t want these
kids to become statistics.”

On Tuesday, WTUR broadcasted live from Eastbrook,
and announced the raffle winners. The broadcast was the
culmination of WTUR’s work
on the campaign.
“[WTUR] played announcements on the air thanking the
area businesses that had donated different services to the
campaign,” Clupper said.
This is the first year that The
Seed has sponsored such
a pledge. WTUR is part of
The National Association
of Broadcasters, and this
event is part of an NAB campaign called “Celebrate.” The
Advanced Public Relations
class
helped
start
the
campaign.
“This campaign really couldn’t have been done without the
help of Dr. Downs and her
class,” Clupper said.
See ‘WTUR’ page 2
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One person’s trash is another person’s treasure
ASSIST and Helping Hand come together to help surrounding community
BY STEPHANIE SNIDER
CONTRIBUTOR
Have you ever wished for a
service
opportunity
that
requires little time and energy?
Such an opportunity exists
with ASSIST or Annual
Student Support In Salvaging
Trash, which is a coordinated
effort between Helping Hand
and Stewards of Creation.
ASSIST’s goal is to collect
items students throw away
while cleaning out their
rooms at the end of the
year and use them to help the
underprivileged in the surrounding community.
Starting Sunday, collection
boxes will be placed in
the dorm lobbies and in

the Fairlane laundry room.
Students can donate unstained
and clean clothing, working
household items and unopened
food. Helping Hand will collect
these for distribution from
their center.
Collection points will also be
located beside the dumpsters
for larger items such as couches, chairs, tables, televisions,
stereos, fans, lamps and
loft wood, which will be
donated to the Grant County
Rescue Mission.
“This is a way for Taylor
Students to keep useful
items from going to waste,”
said Kory Russel, Stewards
of
Creation
president.
“Dumpsters cost money, and
the more we fill up the dumpsters with items that people in

need could use, the more
money we waste. Plus it just
feels good to help out. The
more we reach out to the community around us, the better;
this is an easy way to show the
love of Christ.”
The faith-based organization
Helping Hand consists of a network of churches in the Upland
area. The organization supplies
assistance to those in need by
selling items at low prices from
their clothing store, furniture
store and food pantry to families encountering financial difficulties. The money from
these sales is used toward
meeting emergency bills for
families in crisis.
“We have found that we can
recycle many of the students
‘throw-aways’ and they really
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Jackie Hubbard and her grandson stand in front of the portrait of her husband, Dr. Ollie Hubbard, at the dedication
service April 29. Standing by, Dr. David Gyertson, president, and Dr. Steve Bedi, provost, support the family with their
attendance and rememberance of Hubbard.

News

do become treasures for other
people,” said Barb Davenport,
president of the board of directors for Helping Hand.
Taylor students enjoy helping as well.
“I think it’s a good idea
because it gives us an opportunity to use the things we
want to get rid of anyway for a
good cause,” said junior Amy
Swaagman.
ASSIST was created last
year, evolving from a program
fashioned by the students in the
environmental science master’s
program. However, Helping
Hand started this type of project more than five years ago.
“When I found out last year
that ASSIST wanted to do basically the same thing, Kory
Russel and I met to see how we

could collaborate on this since
our goals were very similar,”
Davenport said.
Their combined efforts
accomplished much.
“The larger items that were
collected last year went to
people in need of assistance
in inner city Marion,”
Russel said. “It was very successful. Over 19 couches
were distributed.”
ASSIST appears to be a successful endeavor that will continue for years.
“Taylor
saves
money,
Helping Hand gets donations,
people in need get assistance,
and useful items don’t go to
waste in some landfill. It’s
pretty much a win-win situation no matter how you look at
it,” Russel said.

HUBBARD

Hubbard taught.
“He made me realize that as
a Christian I cannot be content
to disassociate myself from
moral dilemmas when they
seem too daunting,” she said.
Communication arts professor
Dr. Jessica Rousselow-Winquist
appreciated Hubbard’s intelligence and creativity.
“He made many contributions to the theater, and to the
communication department as
a whole,” she said.
Hubbard served at Taylor 27
years before being diagnosed
with cancer. He passed away
June 8, 2004.

from page 1
the portrait dedication was
well-deserved.
“It’s a great way to honor
Ollie,” she said.
Hubbard’s
son,
daughter, son-in-law and one grandson were also there to share in
the dedication.
“It’s really meaningful to
have a permanent remembrance of Dad here, especially
near the theater,” said
Hubbard’s daughter, Rebecca
Maniglia.
Hubbard was the theater
director for over 20 years and
was instrumental in building
Mitchell Theatre.
As audience members filled
the theater Friday night for the
debut of Copenhagen, they also
saw a letter and a top hat that
senior Annie Calhoun placed
beside the portrait. Calhoun
was part of the last ethics class

“[Ollie Hubbard]
made many contributions to the theater,
and to the communication department as a
whole.”
Dr. Jessica RousselowWinquist

WTUR
from page 1
Senior Matt Rush coordinated the event for WTUR.
“Matt Rush took this under
his belt and has really done an
amazing job,” Clupper said.
The campaign was so successful that WTUR hopes to
continue it in the future.
“It has gone over so well that
we have been asked by the
FCA advisor and the principal
of Eastbook to come back next
year,” Clupper said.
Goble is already exploring
new ways to make the campaign better in the future.
“We’ve even talked about
next year bringing the radio
station in earlier to help promote it more and get more
exposure,” Goble said.
Those involved with the
campaign this year want the
message of the pledge to continue year after year.
“Our goal is to support the
community and to increase
alcohol awareness,” Clupper
said. “We want to support students in their decision to stay
away from alcohol.”

DYKNOW
from page 1
and classes as well. He is
already
receiving
usage
requests from professors
outside the area of computer
science.
“As professors begin to see
the advantages that this software offers, more of them
will want to use it,” Friesen
said. “The software is very
expensive, so it will be some
time before it could be implemented in many more classrooms. However, the software
will continue to become
more popular with the Taylor
faculty.”

TAYLATHON
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continued
from page 1
pipe, but with a quick repair,
they were up and moving once
again.
Despite the early morning
practices, afternoons working
out in the Kesler Center and
bike breakdowns, the majority
of riders walked away with
new friends and excitement for
next year.
“Our team was a bunch of
guys who didn’t know each
other at all, and now after the
race I can call all of these guys
my friends,” Brennan said.
“I love it,” said senior Val
Harle. “It’s dangerous and fun.
I came back because I love my
teammates
and
riding.
Taylathon is a really unique
event we have and it’s amazing
to watch. I think part of what
makes this community special
is our unique events. Just a little courage and a good pair of
spandex shorts is all you need.”
Junior Jake Edgerton falls from
the bike and bites the pavement after temporarily gaining
possession from teammate
Matt Hilty. Junior John Bundick,
a catcher, could only cringe
after missing Edgerton. The
juniors recovered, however,
and took first place in the race.
Photo by Matt Wissman
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Sophomore Becky Beeh (left) hops off the bike and gives control to teammate Leslie Smit. The sophomores finished in second place after battling a series of maladies leading up to the race.

Photo by Matt Wissman

Senior Brian Beeh takes off after one of multiple chain problems with the team’s
bike. After a strong start, the seniors finished in last place.

Photo by Alisse Goldsmith

Junior Jess Jones (left) quickly jumps off the bike and passes it to teammate Amy Shortenhaus. The junior women won
the race.

“Taylathon is a really unique event we have and it’s amazing to
watch. I think part of what makes this community special is
our unique events. Just a little courage and a good pair of
spandex shorts is all you need.”
-Val Harle

Photo by Alisse Goldsmith

Freshman captain Rachel Sutter makes the turn in the first curve of the course. The
freshmen team took third place in Saturday’s race.

Taylathon
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What’s News–

Pow! Marvel Starts Its Own Studio

“

Verizon Wins
Fight for MCI
Verizon won a bitter, three-month
bidding war for MCI, the last major
independent long-distance company,
in a deal that caps a historic reordering of the nation’s telecommunications industry during the past 15
months.
The agreement came after Verizon increased its offer to $26 a share,
or $8.44 billion, from $23.10 a share
five weeks ago. MCI said it preferred
that deal to the $30 a share, or $9.74
billion, bid from Qwest. It was the
fourth time that MCI went with a Verizon bid lower than what Qwest was
offering. Qwest decided it couldn’t
keep raising its offer, but the company is likely to fight the deal in
Washington on antitrust grounds.
The acquisition isn’t final until it
is approved by MCI shareholders and
state and federal regulators. Regulatory challenges could lie ahead since
there is concern that the industry’s
consolidation could lead to higher
phone rates.
If the deal is approved, the telecom industry will be dominated by
Verizon and SBC. The former will be
the nation’s second-largest phone
company by revenue, with 53 million
local lines, largely in the Northeast,
and the majority stake in Verizon
Wireless. SBC is No. 1 in terms of revenue after its acquisitions of AT&T
Wireless and AT&T Corp.
“It’s a déjà vu moment,” said
James Alleman, a professor of
telecommunications network economics at the University of Colorado.
“In 1984, the Justice Department and
the Bell system agreed to split up into
local and long distance. Now you have
two integrated giants that will have
both local and long distance.”

New Ad Medium:
Your Hard Drive
Lights! Camera! Internet-delivered video?
News Corp.’s 20th Century Fox is
opening a video-delivery service of
sorts to promote five summer films,
including the Crusades epic “Kingdom of Heaven” and the married-assassins shoot-’em-up “Mr. and Mrs.
Smith.” Many movie studios let fans
watch scenes on the Web. Through
this venture, however, fans can download full-screen, high-quality trailers
and video clips—and watch as they
like, without some of the digital hiccups that can surface when enjoying
streaming video on the Internet.
As part of the process, consumers
can elect to receive a series of promotional trailers, which may be stored
on an individual computer hard drive,
says Hilmi Ozguc, chief executive of
Maven Networks, a maker of software
that enables delivery of video content
via broadband. The idea is to keep curious movie fans engaged, he says,
“without expecting you to remember
to go back to the movie Web site,
which most people don’t do.” Movie
buffs can examine the opt-in at
www.kingdomofheavenmovie.com.

Linkin Park Attacks
Warner Music IPO
Rock bands have long taken aim at
the government. This might be the
first time one has attacked an IPO.
Linkin Park, which blended rap
and rock on best-selling albums like
“Hybrid Theory,” wants to end its
contract with Warner Music Group, it
says, because it is unhappy with the
financial implications of the company’s impending initial public offering of stock. “Linkin Park has become
increasingly concerned that WMG’s
diminished resources will leave it unable to compete in today’s global music marketplace, resulting in a failure
to live up to WMG’s fiduciary responsibility to market and promote Linkin
Park,” the band said in a news release.
The band is claiming to be responsible for 10% of Warner Music’s
record sales, and says that its decision to hold off on recording a new album will be “disastrous” for the music label.
Warner Music calls the band’s
statements a contract-renegotiating

“

Privacy Peril
A few of the incidents of personalinformation theft or loss disclosed this year.
Data stolen
Company, est. no.
of people affected

Data lost
Type of data
compromised

ChoicePoint
145,000*

Names, addresses,
Social Security numbers

DSW
1.4 million

Credit-, debit-card and
driver’s-license numbers

LexisNexis
310,000

Social Security and
driver’s-license numbers

Bank of America
1.2 million

Social Security numbers

Time Warner
600,000

Social Security numbers,
employee information

*Los Angeles County Sheriff’s Department estimates
this number could be in the millions.
Sources: WSJ research; Associated Press; the companies

tactic and says the group overstated
its contribution to the company’s bottom line.

Fewer Fliers Hurt
In Air Turbulence
Injuries aboard airplanes from
turbulence are on the decline, and the
Federal Aviation Administration
credits increased seat-belt use, better
crew training and better weather
forecasting.
Last year, no airline passenger in
the U.S. suffered even a minor injury
from turbulence in the U.S., according to the FAA. There have been no
passenger injuries so far this year in
the U.S. through mid-April, the
agency says. Last year, eight flight
attendants were injured—typically
suffering broken ankles. In 2003, 18
flight attendants and three passengers were seriously injured.
Northwest Airlines has been a pioneer in developing forecasting for turbulence and wind shear, and today
Northwest sells its daily “turbulence
plot” to several other airlines. Northwest is particularly interested in the
issue because it flies so much in
mountainous areas.

Death Rate Falls
In Car-SUV Crashes
Cars are doing a better job of protecting occupants in crashes with
sport-utility vehicles and pickup
trucks, even as light trucks have gotten bigger and heavier, according to a
new study by the Insurance Institute
for Highway Safety.
In cars that collided with midweight SUVs, the death rate fell 39%—
to 42 deaths per million registered
SUVs in 2000 to 2003, compared with 69
deaths per million registered SUVs a
decade earlier. The death rate fell
even more in collisions involving
heavier SUVs—to 49 deaths per million registered SUVs from 86 a decade
earlier.
The Institute, a research arm of
auto insurers, attributes the improvement to better vehicle designs, improved seat-belt use, and more air
bags. SUVs have also switched from
heavier truck underbodies to car
frames that inflict less harm in a
crash.

Odds & Ends
The Federal Reserve raised its
target for the federal-funds rate to 3%
from 2.75%, its eighth quarter-percentage-point increase in as many
meetings, and said it planned to keep
raising rates at a “measured” pace—
taken to mean no more than a quarter-percentage point per meeting …
Demand for U.S. factory goods rose
for the first time in three months during March in a surprise increase as
the value of orders for non-durable
items such as petroleum surged.
By Jay Hershey
How to contact us:
CampusEdition@dowjones.com
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Licensing Superheroes
To Other Filmmakers
Seen as Too Limiting
By MERISSA MARR

W

hen Marvel Enterprises Inc. sold the
movie rights to its
“Spider-Man” comics
to Sony Pictures, it
handed over a billiondollar franchise in exchange for just
a small share of the films’ bounty.
Determined not to let that happen
again, Marvel, which has a sizable
stable of untapped superheroes, is
setting up a studio to make its own
comic-book-based movies, and will
distribute them through an exclusive
deal with Viacom Inc.’s Paramount
Pictures.
In a bold move for a Hollywood
outsider, Marvel has amassed a halfbillion-dollar war chest to make a
slate of movies with budgets as high
as $180 million, drawing on some of
its 5,000 comic-book characters.
Among the first of its superheroes
headed for the silver screen: Captain
America, the freedom-fighting super-soldier who carries a red, white
and blue shield; and Nick Fury, an
American version of James Bond
who gains extraordinary longevity
from an “infinity formula” age-retarding drug.

Ready for Action
For Marvel, the new studio is the
latest step since its emergence from
Chapter 11 bankruptcy protection in
1998 to extend its business beyond
traditional comic-book publishing.
The company now makes most of its
profit from licensing its characters
for toys, videogames and movies. Licensing its properties has limited the
company’s risk, but it has also limited its potential profits. While Marvel accepted that trade-off as it was
building its business after emerging
from bankruptcy proceedings, it has
become increasingly hard to swallow
as franchises like “Spider-Man,”
“Men in Black,” and “X-Men” have
spawned hugely successful sequels.

“Spider-Man 2,” for
10 comic-book characexample, grossed $784
ters, including Captain
million at box offices
America. Paramount isworld-wide. While Marn’t putting up any provel says it has done exduction money; it will retremely well from its
ceive a fee for marketing
partnership with Sony
and distributing an iniPictures, a unit of Sony
tial 10 movies, the first of
Corp. of Japan, analysts
which is expected to hit
estimate it received just
theaters in two years
5% of Sony’s share of the
time. To ensure the maxbox-office revenue and
imum possible audience,
just over 1% of the DVD
none of the movies will
pie. Marvel won a better
be R-rated.
deal on the merchandisMarvel to Mogul
ing side after it sued Sony
Early last year, Mr.
and improved the terms
Arad hired David Maisel
to a 75/25 revenue split
as his No. 2 to work
with Sony from a 50/50
alongside him at Marvel
split.
Studios, with a mandate
For Paramount Picto explore ways for the
tures, the new deal procompany to make more
vides exposure to a film
money from its characgenre the studio has
ters in Hollywood. Mr.
largely missed at a time
Maisel had formerly
when it is looking to reinworked with super-agent
vent itself under new
Michael Ovitz at CAA
Chief Executive Brad
and Disney and had
Grey. Paramount is shiftturned around a number
ing strategy to reach out The patriotic Captain America (left) and Nick Fury (right), an
of businesses. Taking
to a broader cross-section American version of James Bond
note of the strong track
of moviegoers. Its partrecord to date of the movies Marvel
nership with Marvel, Mr. Grey’s first
deal: “The Avengers,” a crime-fighthas licensed—the 11 films have avermajor deal since taking the reins last
ing group made up of Captain Ameraged $150 million in U.S. box-office
month, gives Paramount more tracica, the Incredible Hulk, Iron Man
sales, with the seven non-R-rated
tion in the lucrative youth market.
and others.
ones averaging $200 million—Mr.
“This is a no-brainer,” Mr. Grey says
“We have many characters that
Maisel advised Marvel to get into the
of the deal.
fans have been waiting a long time
business of making movies itself.
One major challenge: Marvel has
for,” said Avi Arad, chairman and
Marvel wasn’t comfortable takalready mined some of its most popCEO of the Marvel Studios division.
ing all the risk, however. By bringing
ular characters. In addition to “SpiIn addition, Marvel can still use the
Paramount on board, it managed to
der-Man,” Marvel has licensed its
Hulk, for example, in an “Avengers”
secure financing from Merrill Lynch
“X-Men” franchise to News Corp.’s
movie, even though Universal previthat didn’t require the company to
20th Century Fox, which has a third
ously made a stand-alone “Hulk”
put up any cash and limited its risks
movie in the works for next year. Fox
movie.
to certain development and overalso is releasing a film based on
While Marvel has never produced
head costs. In addition to the profits
Marvel’s “Fantastic Four” characa movie on its own until now, Mr.
from the movies and merchandising,
ters this summer, while Universal
Arad says that Marvel has been intiMarvel will also take a producer fee.
Pictures rolled out another major
mately involved in the 11 movies it
“This is a novel deal for Hollywood—
Marvel franchise, “Hulk,” in 2003.
has licensed to date—from approvit’s very unique that Marvel can get
Marvel also did a deal last year with
ing scripts to picking the actors. “We
the financial upside from its films,
Lions Gate Entertainment Corp. to
have a lot of experience at this, and
without having to take any material
make eight direct-to-video movies.
there’s no shortage of talent wanting
financial risk,” Mr. Maisel says.
Marvel insists it still has a wealth
to be involved in our projects,” he
Marvel said starting its own stuof characters to call on. Indeed,
says.
dio wouldn’t affect its current licenssome studios have been chasing the
To fund its slate, Marvel
ing deals with other studios. “We will
rights to characters like Captain
arranged a seven-year $525 million
continue working with our partAmerica and Nick Fury for years.
revolving credit facility with Merrill
ners—we have a lot of children out
Another popular comic that is exLynch Commercial Finance Corp.,
there,” Mr. Arad says.
pected to be part of the Paramount
secured against the movie rights to
Marvel Characters, Inc.

In Business and Finance
“

s 2005 Dow Jones & Company, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

Newspaper
Readership
Declines
By JULIA ANGWIN and
JOSEPH T. HALLINAN

D

aily U.S. newspaper circulation took its biggest tumble in nearly a decade,
falling 1.9% in the sixmonth
period
ending
March 31, according to the
Audit Bureau of Circulations.
Many of the nation’s biggest
dailies fared poorly. None scored big
gains. USA Today remained the nation’s largest daily paper, with circulation flat at just under 2.3 million.
Circulation at The Wall Street Journal, which is owned by Dow Jones &
Co., was 2.07 million, down 0.8% from
year-earlier levels.
Long stuck in a slow decline, U.S.
newspapers face the prospect of an accelerated drop in circulation, thanks
to such competing news outlets as cable news channels, Internet sites, email and cellphone alerts. Many
newspapers have substantial and free
online sites offering much of what is in
the printed paper, and many have undercut their own products by trimming staff and coverage. They also
have failed to figure out how to attract
younger readers to their pages.
The slide is fueling an urgent industry discussion about whether the
trend can be halted in the digital age.
Newspaper executives are rethinking
traditional strategies. Rather than go
for temporary fixes like discounts
and promotions, some are deliberately cutting circulation in the hope
of selling advertisers on the quality of
their subscribers. Others are expanding into new markets to make up for
losses in core markets. Some are
switching to a tabloid format or giving away papers to try to attract
younger readers. Others are pouring
money into television and radio advertising and expensive face-to-face
sales pitches to potential subscribers.
After peaking in 1984, daily circulation of American newspapers totaled 55.2 million copies in 2003, the
most recent year for which such figures are available, according to the
Newspaper Association of America.
That’s about where it stood in 1954.
At the same time, advertising revenue, adjusted for inflation, has
barely budged. In 1985, newspaper
advertising, adjusted for inflation,
was $43.04 billion, not much less than
the $44.94 billion reported in 2003.
That’s just 4.4% real growth over 18
years. During that same period, the
gross domestic product, measured in
current dollars, grew 161%.

Thousands of timely articles,
salary tables and tools,
plus 30,000+ jobs at the nation's
hottest companies.

s2002 Dow Jones & Company, Inc. All Rights Reserved.
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Taylor students + fifth graders = big math fun
Math mentorship program pairs math majors with local elementary students
and encourages them to work hard and plan for a future in college
BY CRYSTAL POLLOCK
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR
Some afternoons it seems like
elementary schoolers take over
the Dining Commons. But on
Thursday, April 28, 30 fifth
graders visited the university to
learn, without motives related
to domination.
The gifted and talented fifth
graders from the East Allen
County school district traveled
from Fort Wayne to Taylor's
Upland campus to learn about
college life and mathematics.
Earlier in the year, the kids
were paired with 20 to 30 college students when Taylor visited the children. Mathematics
professors Case, Constantine
and DeLong and the participating mathematics majors traveled to New Haven, Ind. in
February to meet with their
partners from EACS. At this
meeting, students ate pizza,
played mathematics games and
appeared on a Fort Wayne television news feature.
After this, the students emailed each other throughout
the semester. DeLong encouraged college students to provide
their partners with math puzzles
and general encouragement.
In an article for the alumni
newsletter, DeLong wrote,
“Some of these students come
from families in which they
would be first-generation college students. Some come from
low socio-economic backgrounds. Several would be classified as ‘at-risk’ in addition to
‘gifted and talented.’”
During their visit, the fifth
graders heard from a panel of

Taylor students about what college is like. Juniors Kimbra
Fieldhouse, Derek Garrison
and Sara Ostermeier and sophomore Kari Brubaker talked to
the students about why they
chose to go to college, how
they pay for college and the fun
activities to do.
“We wanted to encourage
them to think about college
and look at this opportunity,”
Brubaker said.
The group agreed that one
of the funniest questions
was if they ever feel like
quitting school.
“It's a good question,
though,” Ostermeier said.
“Because most people only
think about going in and
enjoying the whole thing.”
After the student panel, mathematics professor Dr. Matt
DeLong spoke with the students
about college completion and
lifetime earnings predictions for
those that finish college versus
those that do not. He explained
that a four-year college graduate can expect to make $2.3 million in their lifetime, which is
almost double what a high
school graduate makes.
“So the $100,000 plus that
you invest in a college education doesn't seem quite so

“It’s fun to invest in
kids and get them
excited about
college.”
Stephanie Isaacson

expensive when you look at it
in those terms,” DeLong said.
Next, the students had a campus tour before eating at the DC.
After lunch, Dr. Jeremy Case
gave a talk on the four color
problem in graph theory and
the kids colored maps. Dr. Ken
Constantine arranged an activity with M&Ms and statistics.
“There the kids got to do a
statistical experiment and eat
the results,” DeLong said.
Senior Bob Gorbold gave a
demonstration on the mathematics of juggling. The students also got to invent their
own juggling pattern.
Dr. Ronald Benbow and one
of his classes set up several
math activity stations where
students played games and
make math activities to take
home. Over 40 Taylor students
helped the group play mathematical games and solve puzzles in Nussbaum classrooms.
Activities ranged from calculator golf to making a geoboard.
Senior Michael Assis and his
fifth grade friend Curtis
Elwood played calculator golf
together. The two attempted to
get from one number to a different number in nine mathematical functions.
Elwood said his favorite part
of the day was meeting Assis,
who had been sick when the
Taylor group visited Fort
Wayne. Assis and Elwood had
e-mailed each other a few times
before the day's meeting.
Sophomore Stephanie Isaacson
and fifth grader Amy Schroer
hammered nails into a block of
wood to make a geoboard. When
they finished, Schroer was going

Dr. John Moore
BY ELIZABETH DIFFIN
FEATURES EDITOR
1) What CD is in your car
stereo right now?
CD, what about eight-track?
As a young man growing up in
NJ during the ‘60s and ‘70s, I
would like to say Led Zeppelin
or Jimi Hendrix but it would be
more likely some Celtic music,
John Denver’s Greatest Hits,
Simon and Garfunkel or James
Taylor. Of course, if my son
Michael [Ox] was in the car
last, it could be anything.

2) What is the best book you
have read recently?
It would be two, The Cost of
Discipleship
by
Dietrich
Bonhoeffer has been a tremendous challenge to read. I think
as you read it, you should be
reading Phil Yancey’s book on
grace. Second would be Finding
Darwin’s God by Kenneth
Miller, a book written by a cell
biologist at Brown University
and a Catholic Christian. (I had
to say Catholic Christian versus
an
evangelical
Christian,
because there are different kinds;
or are there?) I am in the mid-
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Dr. John Moore is the head of
the biology department at
Taylor. He also does a lot of
traveling in his spare time.

dle of reading Undaunted
Courage by Stephen Ambrose.
So far, so good!
3) Who do you consider your
personal hero?
It’s not George Bush or John
Paul II. It is my mother and
father. My mom and dad were
products
of
the
Great
Depression who are now in the
presence of our Lord. Both
taught me that love is more than
hugs, kisses and telling me they
were proud of me. It is giving
of oneself even when the love
was not returned. It is loving
daily, in the midst of hardship
and turmoil. It is commitment,
even when you want to focus on
yourself. Because of them, I
have a better understanding of
the character of God.
4) What do you consider to be
your greatest accomplishment?
I’ve hiked across England
from the Irish Sea to the English
Channel, I’ve hiked across
Scotland from west to east, but
the greatest accomplishment is
having a family who desires to
know Christ. How much I am
responsible for that is unknown,
but I hope that I have had something to do with it; I know I
have something to do with their
bad habits.
5)What activity would we
catch you doing on a Sunday
afternoon?
I don’t know about you, but

Congratulations to those
awarded offcampus housing!
Please come see us at
Casa Patricia Apartments
●One & Two bedroom

apartments

●On-site Laundry
●Central Air

●Range

& Refrigerator
furnished

Contact: Corrie Goshert
998-4408

Photo by Alisse Goldsmith

Senior Bob Gorbold and a fifth grade student from the East Allen County school district work with
Pascal’s Triangle. The special math day was a part of a mentorship program between math majors
and gifted and talented students and provided many fun and educational activities for students.

to take the board home to stretch
rubber bands around these pegs to
make interesting polygonal
shapes and investigate patterns
and relationships in areas and
perimeters, as well.
“It’s fun to invest in kids and
get them excited about college,” Isaacson said. “[Amy]
seemed to like it a lot.”
The partnership began as a
result of discussion with
DeLong's mother who is the
administrator for special education in the East Allen County
school district.

“She was interested in finding
ways that TU could make an
impact in the lives of the gifted
and talented students from their
district,” DeLong said.
Members of the math department visited EACS' December
2003 meeting to discuss
options with the teachers.
“Since math is so critical to
future educational success, and
since pre-middle school is
when students begin to make
some critical long-term decisions, this program seemed
like a natural way to go,”

I seem really tired on Sunday
afternoons, so sleeping outside
the house in the hammock I got
in Ecuador, as I try and grade
papers on a sunny afternoon —
that’s where I hope you would
find me. But alas, many times
it is in front of the TV.

Senior learns
Taylathon lessons

6) What is your favorite class
to teach?
Natural History of the Rocky
Mountains, because I get to
camp with six to eight students
while we visit seven national
parks in Ariz., Colo., Utah and
Wyo. I hold class in places like
the Grand Canyon, Zion
National Park, Teton National
Park, Yellowstone and Rocky
Mountain National Park. Each
evening we sit under the stars
(or clouds and rain as last
years) and are immersed in
God’s wonderful creation. But
if we were on campus, I really
like my General Biology class
for Elementary Education
majors. They are an enjoyable
group who desire to do well in
all things.
7) What is one thing you hope
to do in your lifetime?
I would like to hike the
Appalachian Trail. To be able
to hike for six months through
the mountains and valleys,
enjoying every painful step of
the way. I’ve also been in the
48 contiguous states and need
to still go to Hawaii and Alaska.
I sense another class coming!
8) What is your favorite thing
about being at Taylor?
I love how we strive to integrate our faith in all we do; academics, fitness and community
life. It is what makes us unique
and it is who we are. It also
reminds me of how I should
live the rest of my life.
9) Would you rather eat at a
restaurant or at home?
At a restaurant (sorry, Cathy).
I enjoy eating out with my wife
and talking, not being disrupted
by the busyness of the home.
However, my budget does not
allow this to happen often. But
as our last child leaves the nest
for Taylor next fall, I can see
Cathy and I sitting in Indy at
the Claddaugh eating fish and
chips while hoisting a pint of
Rock Shandy.
10)What is the best advice
you've ever been given?
It is not what I learned in
kindergarten. I learned how to
fall asleep in school then. It
was, “Turn your eyes upon
Jesus, look full in His wonderful face, and the things of earth
will grow strangely dim, in the
Light of His glory and grace.”
It has changed my life!

BY ASHLEY SMITH
NEWS EDITOR

Your heart's pounding. Your
body's screaming because it
can't take much more. The end
is in sight, but you may collapse before you get there.
The stresses of senior year can
be as overbearing as the stresses of Taylathon. Senior Katie
Baglien experienced this firsthand Saturday.
“Plenty of times I wanted to
give up,” Baglien said. “But
we all encouraged each other.
It's crucial that the team
works together.”
Her journey at Taylor began
four years ago.. The year
brought smiles, heartaches and
a new-found love for Taylathon.
“It kind of began as a random
interest,” Baglien said. “The
team aspect drew me in and kept
me going. There was also a physical aspect that really grabbed me
because it was attaining this
weird, physical goal.”
Freshman year took a toll on
Baglien with many spills, early
mornings and emotional exhaustion.
“Freshman year was the year
I really hit the pavement,” she
said. “It was a combination of
four hours of sleep, no food and
no water. All [of that] resulted in
a huge accident. I passed out in
the bathroom and spent a half-day
in the health center recovering.”
Overcoming the many bumps
and bruises, Baglien rejoined
the team sophomore year.
Though the team brought a lot
of heart to the race, they finished last due to complications
with the bike chain.
Baglien wasn’t able to compete
during her junior year because
she was studying in Lithuania.
“As crazy as it sounds, when

DeLong said.
The program is in its second
year and received a $500 grant
from the Indiana Council of
Teachers of Mathematics. With
the grant, professors bought
math activity books and Taylor
memorabilia gifts for the students and also items such as
wood and M&Ms for the afternoon activities.
DeLong said the day went well.
“The kids seemed to have
high, but controlled, energy.
We look forward to continuing
this partnership.”

it came time for Taylathon, I was
really upset. I wanted to be with
my team riding,” Baglien said.
This year she came back
strong to take the fastest lap
time with 58.57 seconds.
“It was really incredible. I did
not plan on it,” Baglien said.
“But it was so incredibly exciting and fulfilling. The work
that I did really paid off.”
But the work did not come easily.
“As I remember riding the last
lap, it was almost unbearable. I
was screaming to get through. I
had nothing left to give,”
Baglien said.
Though her body gave up on
her, she knew she could depend
on her teammate to catch her if
she fell.
“At the very end when I
hopped off, I knew I wouldn't
be able to walk, and I knew I
had to trust our catcher, Liz
Plass,” Baglien said. “If I
would have fallen horribly, she
would have been right there to
catch me.”
In that same way, Baglien
relates her trust in her teammates to trusting those around
her as she finishes up her last
year at Taylor.
“It's like the lap when you
don't have anything left to give.
I just have to trust that those
who surround me will support
me,” Baglien said.
Through the trials of her senior paper, the thought of leaving
friends and the burden of finding a job after graduation,
Baglien has been encouraged
that God will carry her through
what life throws at her.
“I need to push to the finish
line and know that God will
catch me and provide the
encouragement I need,” she said.

Photo by Matt Wissman

Senior Katie Baglien smiles as she races down the back straightaway at Taylathon. Her involvement in the race has taught her
many lessons.
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“For me, words are a form of action, capable of influencing change.”
-Ingrid BengisLetters to the editor

Grateful for remembrance
Taylor University stuDIt ear
dents and staff,
is with much gratefulness

BY JOE RINGENBERG
COLUMNIST

Now yousay
something
hen I talk to
people about the
opinions page
they make it
sound like printing opinions is an intimidating
process full of hard work, selfdoubt, and inevitable rejection.
This is completely untrue. In
fact, if you take the time to
think about it and send it in,
there’s a good chance they’ll print
it. For example: Vote for Hillary
in ’08! See? Complete nonsense,
but it still made the cut! Just
write whatever you think about
something; you can draw inspiration from practically anything.
One of the best places to go
for opinions-sparking is The
Media. For instance, have you
ever thought about how much
we all miss Alf? That show
totally needs to be put back on
the air. See? I just printed an
opinion. Doesn’t it look easy?
You can also write about
technology; there are a lot of
annoying things being made
with batteries, like cellphones.
The only thing more annoying
than a phone going off in a theater is the indignant guy who
makes a big deal about grunting in disapproval. Come on
buddy, no one wants to hear
you either.
Another great subject for hating-on is popular trends. Like
those darn bracelets that signify the support of various and
sundry causes. Give it up,
Lance. The only group they
show solidarity with is the kids
who were cool last summer.
For you serious minds out
there, skeptical of the pointless
and vapid, you can impress
your friends with political
opinions. Just check out this
John Bolton character. The new
American ambassador to the
United Nations was recently
quoted as saying “The only
thing I hate more than countries that aren’t America are the
foreign dignitaries who represent them.” I made that quote
up, but seriously, appointing
him to the UN is about as good
a match as appointing Michael
Jackson head of DCFS.
On the subject of bad ideas,
have you heard about Hamilton’s
new Varsity Streaking Team? Is
that great or what? My opinion
is that we need more streaking.
Not, of course, in the riotous,
disruptive, sexual-assault sense.
Really now, no riots. I’m serious. The only riot I want to see
is a Righteous Invasion Of
Truth. (The old Carmen album,
not an actual invasion of truth.)
Does anyone still have that CD?
Of course Taylor as a whole
is just brimming with things to
have opinions about. Now I’m
a little behind on my Upland
news, but I’ve heard rumors
that they’re shipping incoming
freshmen off to Ireland before
they even get here. This just
doesn’t make sense: if we don’t
want them here, what makes us
think the Irish want them
either? Even more ridiculous, if
we're so tight on space, why do
they keep refusing to let any
more seniors off campus?
After looking over the wide
variety of opinions possible,
I’m sure some of you out there
discovered you were thinking
the exact same thing (most
likely with regards to the offcampus thing and the Alf
thing). I’m sorry if I stole your
idea, but as I’ve been saying
this whole time, there are millions of things out there just
waiting to be complained about,
so join the party and send in
some opinions. Or at least throw
away those flipping bracelets.
Joe Ringenberg is one of those
people that you’re going to want
to stay in touch with. Like, in
20 years you'll probably see his
picture on a Wheaties box or on
COPS or something. Then you can
say, hey, that guy used to steal
food out of my room when I
wasn't around.

W
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Nuclear missiles ready and waiting

BY JENNY DEGEYTER
COLUMNIST
remember my family
driving in our old blue
station wagon up and
down the South Dakota
hills. My sisters and I
watched my dad go into a
cement door under the hill. My
mom told us that he would be
home tomorrow.
We knew nothing of what was
happening, but we were sure
that when our dad came home
in his blue uniform, hat in
hand, he’d returned from protecting the country in some way.
My father had been a missileer
where he spent 177 24-hour
“alerts” in an underground
Launch Control Center. He
stood guard “just in case” the
Air Force needed to respond to
a nuclear launch against the
United States by someone in
the world, notably the Russians
or Chinese at the time.
The United States still practices these alerts in Wyoming
and Montana where there are
about 300 officers underground
protecting and monitoring the
nuclear powers of this age.
Though the Navy has more
nuclear war heads than the
USAF, the missiles vary in size
and launch distance. The mis-

I

siles in the underground silos
are called ICBMs (Inter
Continental Ballistic Missiles)
and they can travel 3,000-5,000
miles in about 15-20 minutes.
That said, my opinion of
nuclear weapons is sort of different than what yours might
be. Do nuclear power issues
affect Americans? Absolutely.
The reason for our national
security is credited to nuclear
weapons and the role of
America at the top of the
nuclear warhead debate. There
is a conference going on this
month in New York in which
the United Nations has more
than 180 countries together
talking about nuclear proliferation. The treaties that exist
today are outdated and Iran,
North Korea and other countries are entering into more
dangerous situations.
Iran announced it would
resume its nuclear activities
after negotiations with Europe.
The United States is a little
cautious about Iran, arguing
that the country hid a majority
of its nuclear activity for 18
years. Iran also claimed the
United States and other nations
were using the fear of nuclear
proliferation to disallow peaceful nuclear technology to
developing nations. Some claim
the United States uses nuclear
weapons to flex their muscles
at other countries.
The United States’ reason for
nuclear weapons is for deterrence
— the restraint and discouragement of crime by fear — to other

countries. North Korea has
been in Iranian and United
States news, especially this past
weekend as it launched a test
missile into the ocean.
As the Conference on NonProliferation of Nuclear Weapons
(NPT) continues, the outdated
treaty will be discussed, debated and considered for review.
The review will unveil whether
or not Iran and North Korea
exploited the treaty; many
countries would like to make
other countries meet their own
obligations of disarmament.
The NPT Review Conference
will test the commitment of all
States to nuclear disarmament,
non-proliferation and the peaceful use of nuclear energy (if
peaceful use is possible).
The world’s global security
has been transformed in this
age and the collective security
system must follow and be
transformed too. This conference is a milestone on the long
road to nuclear proliferation,
but steps must be taken and the
United States plays a major
role in the treaty making.
What is a student’s role? Be
educated. Realize nuclear warfare affects security on a dayto-day basis. Some people
think nuclear warfare is an
obscure, far-off issue that only
scientists and politicians deal
with. No, I was there, just a little girl watching my daddy
walk into the cement door
knowing that his role in
America is protection from the
wars in this world.

The sun, the moon and Easter day

BY MEKAEL TESHOME
GUEST COLUMNIST
ost of you reading this
article probably celebrated Easter over a
month ago. However, for most
Christians in the East, the resurrection was celebrated this
past Sunday. Celebrating Easter
now rather than at the end of
March changed my perspective
on its whole meaning.
Easter was initially celebrated after Passover but because
of the way the Hebrew calendar worked, there were several
dates for its celebration. Jews
and others in the ancient Near
East followed a lunar calendar
in which each month averaged
about 29 days in length. They
had 12 months in most years,
each month beginning with a
new moon. This made the year
too short, so an extra 13th
month was inserted every two
or three years to keep the
months in step with the seasons
(which depend on the sun
rather than the moon).
The beginning of a new month
was declared when the first
sliver of a new moon was
sighted in the sky. Of course,
observation of the new moon
depended on location and
weather conditions. Since people in different places often did
not start a new month at the

M

same time, there was no way
for Christians (or Jews, for that
matter) to plan a united observance of Passover.
In the council of Nicea (325
AD), the bishops agreed that
the most important thing was
for the Church to demonstrate
her unity by celebrating Easter
together. Unanimously, the bishops gathered at the council
decided to keep the feast on a
Sunday to retain the symbolism
of the resurrection falling on
the first day of the week.
Also, the bishops saw the
Christian observance of the
Passover of the Lord on Holy
Friday as connected to and in
continuity with the Passover of
the Old Testament. They understood that the resurrection, by
definition, follows the Passover.
After all, the church saw herself as the true heir of the Old
Testament. She was comprised
of both Jews and Gentiles, all
those who responded to the
God of the Old Testament
when he came in the flesh.
To maintain unity, the solar
calendar which had been promulgated under Julius Cæsar
(hence the Julian Calendar) was
adopted. However, the Julian
Calendar was inaccurate and so
in 1528, under Pope Gregory of
Rome, the Julian Calendar was
revised to minimize the error.
His “Gregorian” calendar is
now the standard civil calendar
throughout the world and the
calendar that Western Christians
follow for holidays. Eastern
Christians still use the old
Julian calendar for calculating
the dates of holidays.
This year, Passover coincid-

ed with Orthodox Easter. Two
Saturdays ago, Melissa Moeller
and I had the privilege of celebrating the Passover Seder with
a Jewish family. This celebration obviously plays a central
role in Jewish identity, but I
soon realized that I had forgotten how central of a role it plays
in Christian identity as well.
After all, Christ died on the
cross at the very hour the Passover
lambs were being slaughtered
for the feast. Suddenly, the rituals recalling liberation from
bondage in Egypt, the anticipation of the Messiah and the
themes of justice and peace for
all humanity came alive to me.
The next day was Palm
Sunday. Everyone at our church
waved palm branches as we
made a procession around the
block welcoming the King and
triumphantly singing “Hosanna
in the highest!” It truly was a
joyous celebration especially
having just started the Passover
observance. As the week progressed, we continued on the
journey of lent remembering
the betrayal and passion of our
Lord and finally the resurrection at the conclusion of Passover.
We often forget the meaning
of the resurrection by neglecting our Jewish roots. In the
Easter to come, it is my hope
that you will be able to reconnect the resurrection and
Passover to give new meaning
to Easter. It is my hope that
you will be able to walk
through the story of salvation
as did early Christians and put
into context the passion, death
and resurrection of Jesus Christ,
our Passover Lamb.

that I write to you today and in
this manner. I just finished
reading the recent Echo article
entitled “Campus remembers
past professor with lecture
series.” I am deeply touched by
the recognition of my late husband, business professor Rick
Seaman, in this way.
Not only were the memorial
chapel and subsequent planned
events honoring to him, but the
coverage in The Echo was an
unexpected acknowledgement
of Rick and his commitment to
Taylor, the university that he
loved so much.
I believe that one of the greatest fears a person has after losing a loved one is that in time,
when everyone else’s lives
have gone back to normal, the
loved one will somehow be
forgotten. It truly is a difficult
task knowing how to express
and thus convey to you my
deep feelings of appreciation
for the recent memorial events
and the resulting assurance that
in regard to Rick this certainly
did not happen.
The realization that so many
of you now on campus never
actually had the privilege of

knowing Rick makes these acts
of recognition all that much
more meaningful. Your attentiveness, your interest and certainly your sensitivity are testimonials to the extraordinary
quality of character that exists
here at Taylor University.
Indeed, the feeling of belonging to the Taylor University
family continues to be a much
coveted gift that for us is
beyond measure. A special
thank you to Joyce Helyer,
Nancy Gillespie, Jim Coe,
Chris Bennett, Randy Gruendyke,
Jim Garringer and guest speaker Bruce Winston for their significant parts in making the
inaugural Richard A. Seaman
Memorial Lectureship so honoring and uniquely fitting.
“Bigger than life,” were
words often used to describe
Rick and the passionate attitude with which he addressed
all aspects of living, evidenced
in his teaching, coaching, mentoring, fathering, working and
playing. Thank you for allowing this remarkable distinction
to be so exceptionally representative of his legacy as well.
With hope in His purpose,
Joanne Seaman,
Jared, Heather, Kayla and
Nathan

Hunger: too big to be helped?
The truth of hunger
have not eaten for two days.
My name is Amari, and I live
in Congo. 1,000 people die of
hunger every day.
It used to be hard, having
almost nothing to eat. All I
could think about was the constant gnawing in my stomach.
Over five million children
under age five will die this year
from hunger.
I’ve learned how to go to bed
hungry, how to move when I
have no energy. One out of
every six people lives on less
than one dollar a day. A cheeseburger costs 99 cents.
What I can’t get used to is my
baby sister crying for hours
because her belly is empty.
Over five million children
under age five will die this year
from hunger.
When I find food, I can’t
enjoy it — I only dread the return
of hunger. Malnutrition has
been proven to retard physical
growth and mental development.
I try to eat slowly, not scarf it
down. But the others will steal
it from me if they can. One time
Joren hit me until I let go of my
potato. But I still play with him
— he was just hungry. I would
have done the same to him. The
per capita income in Congo is
100 dollars; the per capita
income in the United States is
31,472 dollars.
That’s how you survive here:

I

you fight. I don’t have a future;
I don’t even know what will
happen tomorrow. I simply exist,
wondering if there is anything
better than death.
Whose responsibility?
How do we view world
hunger? Let me count the
ways: ignorance, indifference,
skepticism, resignation? I do
not know hunger, so I cannot
care. Some people do not care
because it doesn’t affect them.
Others don’t believe it because
it is doubtful that believing it
would change anything. You
yourself do not try because you
think the problem is too big.
But now I do know; how can
I not care? They should care,
because it will affect them: If
the future leaders of developing countries are incapable of
making good decisions, the
price tag in loss of life for their
failed leadership is too significant for us to ignore.
If we do not assist African
countries in producing stronger
leaders this issue will only
grow until it is beyond our
ability to fix. Then it will be
our problem.
We must be informed and
convinced, for we must be able
to persuade our peers that this
is a problem. You should see
that at this moment hunger is a
manageable crisis; we still
have time to intervene.
By Abby Yoder

Our brains need stimulation
ee, fellow students, if this is
S
not tragically familiar. You
are in class, leaning over your
desk, assiduously taking notes
on the lecture. Class ends. You
then proceed to your next class,
commencing again in an identical pattern: the professor lectures while the students sit quietly, listening, note-taking.
My focus here is the consistent blandness, as well as the
lack of utility in this method.
Now, I realize that a fundamental principle of teaching is the
conveyance of information
concerning a specific subject
and/or skill. But what was not
mentioned in that depiction of
teaching is the central idea that
one is supposed to learn from
what is taught — it is not a onesided affair.
I am not proposing that I have
constructed a “be all end all”
solution that will blanket educators of America in some revolutionary panacea. I am proposing, however, that we ini-

tially aim small. I would hope
my suggestions are not too preposterous to at least try once.
There is research being conducted to investigate nontraditional methods of teaching. A
more dynamic approach to
education is being sought, one
that more fully engages both
brain hemispheres — the logical, analytical, and factual portion along with the creative,
abstract, and intuitive portion.
I am not suggesting an
extinction of a more traditional
method of teaching (lecturing,
note-taking). It has shown its
worth and proves valuable in
information transfer. But I do
not want students to simply be
proficient at temporarily storing and recollecting data for
tests and quizzes. Of what
long-term value is this? I want
an assimilation of our learning
so as to be a mere extinction of
the body. No more separate
than a heart or lung.
By Marc Belcastro

Letters to the editor
Letters to the editor must be received by 6 p.m. on Wednesday
and be 425 words or less in order to be published in the coming Friday’s issue. Letters should include daytime telephone and
signature. Write us from off-campus at: The Echo, Taylor
University, 236 W. Reade Ave., Upland, IN 46989-1001. Oncampus at: The Echo,, Rupp Communications Building, or
via e-mail: echo@tayloru.edu.
The opinions expressed in letters to the editor do not necessarily represent The Echo or its staff or Taylor University.
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“Sacred cows make the best hamburger.”
-Mark Twain-

Hitchhiker makes mediocre cinematic debut A well-rounded palate
BY ERIK KIELISCH
A&E COLUMNIST
Book fanatics are a volatile
breed. If their favorite book is
made into a smashing movie, they
can turn it into a blockbuster.
However, they are the same
breed that might burn down
the theater if the film adaptation
is botched.
Fortunately for the directors
of The Hitchhiker's Guide to
the Galaxy, most fans won't be
doing either because the movie
adaptation of Douglas Adams'
1979 British cult classic is just
plain average.
It starts out promisingly
enough with the earth's dolphins (which are actually
aliens) singing a witty tune
called, "So long and thanks for
all the fish."
From there the movie begins
very much like the book with
the demolition of Earth to make
way for an interstellar bypass
and the rescuing of the protagonist, Arthur Dent, by his best
friend, Ford Prefect (who also
happens to be an alien).
Through a series of improbable events, the two meet up
with the insanely hilarious
President of the Galaxy,
Zaphod Beeblebrox, his human
girlfriend, Trillian, and the perpetually depressed robot,
Marvin the Paranoid Android.
I was encouraged by this
faithful opening, but while half
of the movie follows the
comedic genius of the book, the
other half is a haphazard bore.
It's painfully obvious that the
screenwriters tinkered with the
script after Adams passed away
in 2001.
To spice it up a bit, the screenwriters seemingly resorted to
the awful Hollywood formula
to make the film more palatable
for a larger audience. Added is

The Shorbian scoop on film documentaries

BY NATE SHORB
A&E COLUMNIST

Photo courtesy rottentomatoes.com

True to Adams’ novels or not, Garth Jennings’ The Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy brought in the
heftiest share at the box office last weekend.

a plot (no, the book doesn't
have one), an evil villain, a kidnapping and daring rescue, and,
of course, the dreaded, sappy
romance (shudder).
The book was wonderfully
free of such tripe and relied
upon quirky humor to carry it.
Although much of the original
quirkiness remains, it’s heavily
diluted by formulaic additions.
John Malkovich is added as
the evil cyborg cult leader,
Humma Kavula, who lost the
presidential
election
to
Beeblebrox and now has a
vendetta against him.
At Kavula's temple, Trillian
is captured by the Vogons
which forces the rest of them to
go rescue her.
For some reason the screenwriters also felt that Arthur
and Trillian had to fall in love.
Why can't guys and gals just
be friends?

Just as haphazard as the script
is the cast. Choosing Mos Def
(The Italian Job) to play Ford
was a colossal error because
Ford's random insanity is vital
to keep the pace moving yet
Def utterly fails to capture this
aspect of the character. Most of
the time, he looks bored–acting
and talking without enthusiasm.
In order for the sentimental
romance to work, Trillian's
minor role is shifted to be one
of the main characters, but like
Def, her flat character seems
just as bored.
Fortunately, Sam Rockwell
(Galaxy Quest) picks up some
slack in his deft portrayal of the
two-headed playboy Beeblebrox,
and British actor Martin Freeman
(The Office) perfectly plays the
perpetually confused and nervous Arthur Dent.
A pleasant surprise was the
minor role of the quirky planet-

builder, Slartibartfast, who
takes Martin through a beautifully rendered CGI trip into his
pan-dimensional
factory.
Thankfully the filmmakers utilized little CGI to render their
universe. They avoided making
Marvin into a Jar-Jar clone by
sticking the Willow dwarf into
a big plastic suit. They also
used Jim Henson's Muppetmakers to successfully recreate
the disgusting Vogons.
Much to my pleasure, the film
retains several very funny
instances such as the various
nutty ramblings of the Guide
as well as the transformation
of the two nuclear missiles
into a sperm whale and a bowl
of petunias.
Overall, the film is enjoyable
enough to sit through once, but
watch out for all those
Hitchhiker book fans. Do I
smell smoke?

The subdued Silverman succeeds despite
sharp contrasts to Rockin’ the Suburbs
BY BEN GASTRIGHT
A&E COLUMNIST
Let's get two things out of the
way before we dive into the
semantics of one man's opinion
about a much-anticipated
album released this week
called Songs For Silverman.
The first thing we should
never forget is that Ben Folds
plays a mean piano; and the
second thing is that the word
“mediocre” will never describe
his music. No matter the tone,
the tempo, the feeling, the
number of backing musicians,
or the album title, Mr. Folds
writes and plays songs that
many a savvy rock-and-roll
music fan can easily appreciate.
Now, with the term "rockand-roll" in mind, let's go back
in time to post-Folds Five, to
the day when Ben released his
first solo effort, Rockin' the
Suburbs. The title didn't lie,
and since much of his audience could relate to living in
the suburbs, it was both a
musically flavorful and aptly
titled album.
From the opening claps of
"Annie Waits" to the driving
force behind "Gone," and from
the Fred Jones ballad and the
cheeky crassness of the title
track to the true love behind
"The Luckiest," Rockin' the
Suburbs proved that Ben
Folds could survive on his
own and still make a solidly
diverse album.
Then there was touring. At
first he played with a band but,

after that initial tour, it was just
Folds and his piano playing all
your favorites at clubs and college campuses across America.
Accordingly, Ben Folds Live
was born and Folds proved once
again that he still had the vitality to sell out venues and rock
the masses even without a band.
Of course we can't forget
about all the EPs he shelled out
soon after the live record. But
really, what are EPs when compared to LPs? They're not awful,
but they are a terrible tease.
So, finally, after three and a
half years without an honestto-God full length, Ben Folds
got together with some friends
and gave us Songs for Silverman.
While album titles don't

always have to make sense, I
went ahead and assumed that I
was Silverman and that this
album was for me. Upon first
listen, I was not a satisfied
Silverman, and I've only got
this record on loan from a certain Nick Epple.
It seemed to pale in comparison to Rockin' the Suburbs,
due to its lack of fast tempos
and thundering piano keys. The
new pace was subdued and
unexpected, but one listen
obviously doesn't show proper respect. After all, I've
heard it said that the best
albums are growers.
I suppose you could confine
Silverman to rainy day listening because of its mellow

Moving on after a recent collaboration with the never-say-die William
Shatner, Folds released Songs for Silverman at the end of April.
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nature, my advice is to not limit
its potential. Silverman wasn't
made to rock-and-roll your
brains out; it was made to
express the beauty of pianoinfused pop-rock.
Folds no longer pounds on the
ivories as much as he caresses
them. Standouts like "You To
Thank" and the first single,
"Landed," take off with enticing walks along the keys and
then elevate to heights that
somewhat resemble the suburban Folds of a few years past.
Even the chord-driven opener,
"Bastard," includes a jazzy
interlude that takes the song
past its simple progression.
"Gracie" is Folds' all-toosappy-yet-wonderfully-catchy
music box tribute to his daughter. The melancholy "Late"
pays homage to the recently
deceased Elliott Smith and
"Time" features plenty of
Folds' falsetto with the backup
vocal styling of a straight-laced
Al Yankovic.
Other than a few trite lyrical
problems, Folds' contemplative
side meshes well with his
eleven relaxing songs for
Silverman. And aside from the
blatant "Brick" rip-off during
the first minute and a half of the
album's closer "Prison Food,"
Ben Folds has put together
another solid record. It may not
have the spunk or sarcasm of
his previous work, but Songs
for Silverman has enough energy to keep your feet tapping and
enough leisurely majesty to end
a few small wars.

2005 Mitchell Student Art Exhibit
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Every once in a while, someone asks me why I like documentaries and, to be honest,
I'm never quite sure how to
answer. For me, it's like asking
a girl why she likes chocolate
or puppies or sunny days; it's
just naturally an enjoyable
thing. Everyone needs a shtick
and, if you ask me, this is a
fairly decent one to have.
Lately, I've started thinking a
little more about why I like documentaries so much and, while
I'm still not entirely sure, there
are a few ideas that came up.
There is one answer that
always seems to surface first:
documentaries are more meaningful because they are real.
Why watch fiction when you
could watch something real?
Random stories someone just
thought up are a waste of time,
right? Let's face it, an amazing
movie is even more amazing
when it is "based on a true
story." In a lot of people's
minds, reality is superior to
fantasy. Though this is an
awfully tempting argument to
accept, I think there is more to
liking documentaries.
Many people will tell you
there is truth in fiction and
meaning in story, and I would
agree with them wholeheartedly. I find just as much meaning
in The Royal Tenenbaums as I
do in Dark Days. While a real
story has a specific dimension of
meaning, I don't like documentaries simply because they are
real and I definitely don't want
to do away with other movies
just because they are fictional.
Maybe my love of documentaries is just a subconscious
reaction that has occurred after
watching Hollywood blockbusters for the past 21 years.
We have all grown up watching
fantasies on the TV screen,
filled with magical special
effects and imaginative scripts.
We hid E.T. in our closets,
busted ghosts, discovered the
caveman in our backyards (and
took him to school with us),
ran from T-Rex, and swallowed
the red pill that sent me spiraling down into the Matrix.
Don't get me wrong, I enjoyed
each of those movies as much
as the next guy but maybe,
somewhere along the line, I
decided it was time for a change.
Documentaries tell unique
stories about unique people.
They are often low-budget,
mostly unscripted, simple,
authentic. They may not be as
impressive as Hollywood's latest but they are indeed different,
and that makes them refreshing.
Though all of this is true, I
don't think liking documentaries is simply a knee-jerk reaction to my previous experiences

with film. After all, if that's the
case, eventually I'll grow tired of
documentaries, and then I'll need
to find a new shtick.
Perhaps my love is an admiration of the challenging work
that making a documentary
requires, particularly in the
post-production phase. On one
hand, it is easy to make a documentary. All you need is a camera and a microphone and it can
be done with just one or two
people and a low budget. On
the other hand, there are no
scripts or retakes; what you
capture on film is, in some
sense, luck of the draw. Later
on, you're editing what could
be hundreds of hours of footage
into a nice little hour-long-orso package. That's challenging
stuff. But in the end, while I
admire these filmmakers for
what they do, I don't think I like
their films just because they
were tough to make.
Maybe my reason for liking
documentaries is much simpler
than all of this. Maybe it's just
that documentaries serve as a
window to look into someone's
life, allowing us to see something we wouldn't normally
see, experience something we
wouldn't normally experience
and meet someone we wouldn't
normally meet.
Documentaries present us with
rare opportunities. In The Fog of
War, we have the exceptional
honor of sitting one-on-one with
former Secretary of Defense,
Robert S. McNamara, to hear his
realizations and regrets years
after the Vietnam War.
Documentaries are stories
rarely seen, and that's what
makes them unique and meaningful even when there are no
major points to be proven. In
Home Movie, we meet several
quirky homeowners who share
the passion they possess for
their living spaces. It's simple,
but it's hilarious and fascinating.
Documentaries allow us to
live vicariously through others.
With Spellbound, we can see
the joy and pain of being a child
prodigy who wins the national
spelling bee without actually
having to be a kid who gets beat
up in school all the time.
With documentaries, we learn
about people from all walks of
life. We share life with them,
experience things from their
point of view and learn from
new perspectives. Ultimately,
when we learn about others, we
learn about ourselves and our
view of the world enlarges. If
you ask me, I'd say that's a
good thing.
So, I'm still trying to figure it
all out, but as of now, that's
why I like documentaries.
There's more to the world of
documentaries than Bowling
for Columbine and Fahrenheit
9/11. When you're bored this
summer, along with the movies
mentioned in the article, add
these to your list: Stevie,
Winged Migration, Born into
Brothels, Mr. Death, Amandla!,
The Gleaners and I, Control
Room, Rivers and Tides,
Capturing the Friedmans, Bus
174, The Story of the Weeping
Camel, and To Be and To Have.

Taylor Chorale to collaborate with
local orchestra ensemble in concert
BY ALLISON RIDDLE & JOHN MURPHEY
CONTRIBUTORS
New York native Jose Valencia
will conduct the Marion
Philharmonic Orchestra and the
Taylor University Chorale in
concert on Saturday.
Valencia, who received his
Master's in music from Butler
University, joined the MPO in
1994 as a part of the regional
freelancer circuit and was
named the Assistant Director
after winning a Russian conducting competition in 2000.
"For the longest time, I have
felt most connected to the universe
through
music,"
Valencia said. "I have performed as a violinist in some
very special performances
that were actually hair-raising–inducing an emotional
high that is hard to get anywhere else."
Valencia has performed with

the Taylor Chorale once
before–accompanying on the
violin–and praises the choir for
their "beautiful sound."
"Valencia's style is unique.
He is young and energetic
[and] he is audience-friendly"
said Judy Cowling, Executive
Director of the MPO.
The concert, titled “Choral
Reflections,” will feature music
by Leonard Bernstein, and
Gabriel Faure, and Mozart.
Valencia describes the repertoire
as "[bringing] excitement and
joy to the audience as well as the
musicians who perform it."
This concert is a rare event as
the MPO will be forsaking their
usual venue–Phillippe Performing
Arts Center–and performing in
Rediger Auditorium beginning
at 7:30 p.m. on Saturday, May 7.
For tickets, call 998-5232.
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MCC Champs!

BY JUSTIN POTTS
SPORTS EDITOR

The Taylor men’s track team captured its 11th consecutive MidCentral Conference title last Saturday at Indiana Wesleyan
University, gaining 247 team points, nearly 100 better than second
place Bethel College’s 159.5 points
Given what some modern day sports dynasties have accomplished, one would be hard pressed to not consider the team in the
same category.
Sports Illustrated lists its top sports dynasty of all time as the
Boston Celtics’ run of 11 championships in 13 seasons from 19571969 with Bill Russell, Bob Cousy and Red Auerbach.
Others on the list include UCLA basketball’s run of 10 championships in 12 seasons under John Wooden from 1965-1975, the
New York Yankees’ 10 titles in 16 seasons with Joe DiMaggio and
Mickey Mantle from 1947-1962 and the United States Men’s
Olympic 4x100 team which won gold medals in 14 of 17 Olympics
from 1912-1992. Taylor has won 11 straight championships.

Photo provided by Jim Garringer

The Trojans had five individual winners in the meet, including
the 4x400 relay team of seniors Bryan Jackson, Kyle Mangum, and
Richie Gibbs and junior Andy Long.
Jackson also won the 400-meter hurdles with a time of 54.89 and
placed second in the 110-hurdles, while Long also won the 400meters in 48.85 and the long jump with a jump of 21’11.”
Senior DJ Jergensen captured the 110-meter hurdles at 15.17 and
the triple jump with a jump of 44’4.” He also recorded a second
place finish in the javelin.
Junior Lance Vanderberg came out on top in the 10,000-meters
at 31:42.25 and the 5,000-meters at 15:31.17. He also placed
fourth in the 1,500-meters.
Gibbs and Mangum received all-conference honors for finishing
third in the 400-meters and fourth in the 200-meters, and third in
the 800-meters and 1500-meters, respectively.
Freshman Drew Cowan also received the honors for coming in
second in the discuss and third in the shot put.
Sophomore Zach McCormic placed second in the hammer and
sophomore Randy Dunbar took second in the 400-hurdles.

Lady Trojans’ season comes
to an end at MCC tourney
BY CHRISSIE THOMPSON
CONTRIBUTOR
The Taylor softball team finished the season Wednesday
with a 1-2 record in the MCC
tournament
at
Indiana
Wesleyan University. The team
garnered
a
win
over
Huntington but lost to Marian
and Bethel in the double-elimination tourney.
The fifth-seeded Lady Trojans
lost in the first game 5-4 to the
fourth-seeded Marian.
“It was a well-fought game,”
sophomore Amy Richardson
said. “In the end, they just
ended up on top.”
Highlights from the game
include Emily Pensinger’s tworun home run. The junior finished the regular season with

seven homers, tying her record
from last season.
“Whenever Emily’s up, we’re
just confident that she’s going
to get the job done,”
Richardson said. “I know that if
I get on base, Emily’s going to
hit me in.”
The Lady Trojans came out
strong with three runs in the
first inning of the next game
and
beat
eighth-seeded
Huntington 14-10. Freshman
Brittany Beckham picked up
the win, and junior Sarah
Sarracino came in for the save.
Taylor struggled defensively
versus Huntington, but the top
of the order propelled a strong
offense in the game. Freshman
Jara Craycraft, senior Kat Hunt
and Richardson combined for
11 of the team’s 14 runs.

“The top of the lineup was
really producing, and the bottom of the lineup was hitting
them in,” Richardson said.
The Lady Trojans played
third-seed Bethel in the third
game, but Bethel’s strong hitting and excellent pitching led
to a 15-0 Taylor loss.
“Bethel just came out and
was hitting strong,” Richardson
said. “We just weren’t able to
put it together. We struggled a
little, but really they just came
out and did really well.”
Beckham started the game
and Sarracino finished off
the effort.
The tournament followed
Taylor’s 9-19 regular season.
The team was 6-8 in the MCC.
Harris said the team struggled
early in the season to play as a

unit. After a player’s mistake,
the team would have trouble
recovering.
As the season progressed,
however, the team learned to
rely on each other.
“We just learned, I guess,
how to play as a team,” Harris
said of the team’s growth.
Freshman Amy Nelson
agreed.
“We definitely learned how
to depend on each other more,”
she said.
Nelson said the team struggled with injuries, but learned
to encourage each other.
The young team, boasting six
freshmen, looks forward to
next year. The Lady Trojans
will, however, miss leadership
of seniors Harris, Hunt and
Sarah Shedd.

Trojans take seventh at
Region VIII Tournament
BY JUSTIN POTTS
SPORTS EDITOR
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Senior Peter Hart chips during a
match. Hart helped the team to a
seventh place finish at Regionals.

Sports

The Taylor golf team ended
its season last weekend with a
seventh place finish at the
NAIA Region VIII tournament
at Bedford Valley Golf Course
in Battle Creek, Mich.
Sophomore Matt Hall led the
squad with three rounds in the
70s (74, 77, 75) to finish with
a 226.
Junior Ross Bowen was next
with a 240 after shooting 77,
80, 83 in his three rounds.
Senior Peter Hart concluded
his career with a 249, carding

84, 83, 82 for the tournament,
while freshman David Weber
was close behind with a 251
(86, 83, 82).
Freshman David Downey
was disqualified in the first
round, and shot 75, 82 in the
final two rounds.
Hall’s ninth-place overall performance earned him AllRegion honors.
Two weeks ago, Taylor finished 12th in the Malone
Invitational in Alliance, Ohio.
Hall was low man with a 77,
while Bowen shot 78, David
Downey shot 81, Hart carded
an 84 and Stephen Downey 90.
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Junior Ross Bowen shot 77, 80, 83
in three rounds for the Trojans in
the Region VIII tournament.

The 4x100 relay team of Long, Gibbs, Jackson and freshman
Ryan Gregory also placed second.
Trojan head coach Ted Bowers was honored as the MCC Coach
of the Year.
The women’s team took third at the MCC Championships with
141 points, just 8.5 behind second place Bethel College.
Senior Drew Tipton won the triple jump with a jump of 35’1”
and took second in the pole vault. Her vault was good enough to
qualify for the NAIA meet on May 26.
Senior Amy Fowler captured the javelin with a toss of 124’.
Freshman Stacey Jackson won the 400 hurdles at 1:06.60 and the
4x100 team of seniors Mary Obaka and Kristen Thompson and
freshmen Kelsey Randall and Rebekah Deal captured first with a
time of 50.05.
Junior Carolyn Betteridge also recorded a second-place effort in
the 3,000 steeplechase, breaking the school record that she set two
weeks ago with a time of 12:06.74, 3.26 better than last time.
Today and tomorrow, the teams are competing in the National
Christian College Championships at Indiana Wesleyan.

Trojan lacrosse club falls to
unbeaten IUP in semi-finals
BY BECCA LEWIS
CONTRIBUTOR
With six minutes remaining
in the Central Collegiate
Lacrosse Association semifinal game last Friday, the
Taylor lacrosse team trailed
12th-ranked Indiana University
of Pennsylvania 8-7.
Then IUP exploded for five
goals in the next five minutes
to send Taylor home a game
shy of the finals for the third
straight season.
“We had the game won, we
had all the momentum,” senior
Andrew Hauser said. “Then
everything fell apart. Our lack
of depth showed down the
stretch, losing two starters to
season-ending injuries and
missing three other starters
who are football players.”
IUP opened the game with
two goals midway through the
first quarter, but Taylor junior
Jason Krueger answered back
with two of his own to even the
score at two.

In the second quarter, IUP
outscored the Trojans 3-0 to
take a 5-2 halftime lead.
Taylor dominated the third
quarter with four goals to enter
the fourth trailing 7-6.
The teams traded goals before
the flood gates swung open.
Taylor ended the season with
a 6-5 record.
Sophomore Jason Kistler
earned first-team All-CCLA
honors, while seniors Hauser
and Phil Daubenmire earned
second-team honors and juniors Krueger and Simon Yeates
were elected to the third team.
“As much as anything else at
Taylor, I’m going to miss playing lacrosse,” senior Justin
Potts said. “Until you play on
the team, you don’t realize
what it means. Even though
we’re a club sport, we go
through just as much as any
other team on campus, and
probably more just to try to
stay alive. I’d give anything to
come back and play my last
year of eligibility.”

